
$45/hour method 

By Inhalation 
Hello, thank you for purchasing this e-book! 

This will get you $45+ / hour, with just some effort. You can apply this method while playing games 

or doing something else. 

 
First of all, you will have to sign up at 

http://www.liveperson.com as an expert 
 

Once you’ve done that you will have to create a profile 
for your Expert user, select the listing that you’re really 

good at. 
Be sure to sign up with a great description of what 

you’re good at, why you’re good at it and why 
somebody should choose you as their expert. 

(You don’t have to be really good at this, you just have to keep the chat 
flowing.) 

After you’ve completed the sign-up and the listing, you 
will have to wait 24-48 hours for the approval. 

Once you’ve been approved, you will have to go to: 
http://www.liveperson.com/help/profile-link.aspx 

And you will have to select your listing, and then you 
will be able to “help” your customers. 

You don’t have to really help them, just google the things they’re searching for, and 
try to keep him chatting as long as possible, as he pays/minute. 

TIPS: 

Be online as much as you can, because your customers 
will not like when their expert is always offline. Just do this when you’re playing a 

game, just take a few minutes when you have a customer. I 
just have your computer 

on and wait until a customer needs help. 
Do not take a long time to chat, every minute the 

customer has to pay x amount of money (the money 
you’ve chosen they have to pay each minute) every 

minute. You can connect an external monitor, so you can do some other things on 
the other monitor. 

Have a great profile image, search on Google Pictures 
for a guy that “looks” trustable and not a complete 

idiot. 
Download their Expert Messenger, which could be 

obtained here: 
http://www.liveperson.com/professional/software- 

download.aspx 
 

So thanks for buying, and good luck!  
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